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Abstract Recently horne intelligent service is extended to context aware and 
situation aware automation service by using ubiquitous technology, In this paper, 
we focused on user's context based intelligent security management for horne 
safety application using RFID and WSN(Wireless Sensor Network). We propose a 
context aware horne safety application model. The proposed context service sup
port security and privacy control by using user's situation aware security man
agement. It will be a practical application of RFID and sensor network for ubiqui
tous horne safety environment. The proposed system has lots of advantages in user 
safety and energy efficiency. 

1. System Architecture 

Horne intelligent services may be generally defined with horne network service, 
horne automation service, horne theater service, and internet service to interwork 
other device or networks in inside and outside of horne. Recently horne intelligent 
service is extended to context aware and situation aware automation service by us
ing ubiquitous technology. Ubiquitous services will be available to support the 
user identification and situation awareness with interconnected various sensors 
and user with RFID tags. 

As an ubiquitous technology, radio frequency identification(RFID) has proven 
to be a powerful solution for not only supply chain management (SeM), inventory 
management and businesses process improvement [1], [2] but also access control 
and safety. The RFID is an automatie identification technology whereby digital 
data encoded in an RFID tag is captured by reader using RF signal. It is different 
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from bar code in usage of tag memory, identity multi-items, writing of new data, 
interfacing with sensor and digital data source. 

Using RFID and sensor network, we can store all information aboutthe reading 
item in a networked information server with backend database, and ensure reliable 
and timely update context information based on physical user's location at horne. 

RFID systems are increasingly being used in high security applications, such as 
access systems for making payments or issuing tickets. However, the use of RFID 
and sensor network in these applications necessitates the use of security measures 
to protect against attempted attacks, in which people try to trick the RFID and sen
sor related system in order to gain unauthorized access to horne network. 

On the other hand, horne network has various threats, include cyber attacks of 
Internet, security hornes against hacking, malicious codes, worms, viruses, DoS 
attacks, and eavesdropping, since it is connected to the access network. 

In this paper, RFID and sensor technology is applied surveillance and detection 
of intrusion in horne security systems. Using these kinds of management systems, 
an innovative business process can be constructed and various convenient services 
can be realized [3]. However, unless these security systems are situation based de
signed and context based constructed, they can cause severe problem to horne user 
when user be in trouble or have an accident by same security rule [4]. 

So, we proposed a context aware RFID system which has been integrated to 
identification RFID Tag and sensor network for acquisition time and location of 
context. Context aware based RFID means that equipment is able to take actions 
automaticallyon capturing event time and location of user Tag. Tbe proposed con
text aware RFID system is capable of recognizing such a situation and determin
ing the use of the resource based on the recognized location and time situation in
formation. Tbe primary purpose of this paper is to design of context aware RFID 
system and sensor network. Tbe secondary purpose of this paper is to analyze 
about the access control and security management for horne networking applica
tion. Tbe remainder of this paper is organized as folIows, Section 2 gives abrief 
description of intelligent horne safety service architecture. Seetion 3 delineates a 
model of context based horne security management service by using RFID and 
sensor nelwork. Finally, conclusions and a discussion of advantages are presented 
in Section 4. 
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Many companies and organizations, including EPC Global Network[5], have 
developed RFIO systems and international standardization is ongoing. The basic 
architecture of an RFIO system is shown in Fig. I . 

For user's specific location based RFIO service, we also include a mobile ter
minal with RFIO reader which is read simply RFIO tag for identify the objects. 
Users get information of objects by reading RFIO tag and resolve it by inquiring 
to a network through mobile network. In the platform, WIPI(A kind of Korea's 
mobile standard platform. It is based on Java platform) is used as a RFIO plat
form. 

Typieal applications will be a 82C model such as after sale service in horne 
appliance or authentication service of a stuff(pearl, portrait) or guide to a demo 
video download and advance booking triggered by a mobile phone's menu after 
read RFIO code from tag attached movie poster. 

Figure I. The basic architecture of RFIO system. 

As shown in Figure I, quite briefly, RFIO systems consist of RFIO tag embed
ded product, Reader, RFIO middle-ware, ONS (Object Name Serviee) for IS 
lookup, IS(Information Server) for product business data with code and the ac
cessing application[5]. 

The context based RFIO and sensor network is suitable for the coming ubiqui
tous environment, and situation information for the sensors and RFIO identifica
tion Tag[7][8]. 

In the near future, Tag component of RFIO and sensor will be integrated to 
sensing Tag. Horne intelligent systems provide automatie horne device control of 
the conditions of indoor environments by context based control service[IO]. 

In this paper, however, we focus on the automated processing of user's context 
related safety and control functions, such as gate control, parking-gate control, 
room light control, room temperate control and device control such as TV, audio, 
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window, curtain and safety level in horne security system when user fall asleep or 
absent. 

In our system, called "u-IHS(Ubiquitous computing based Intelligent Horne 
Safety management service)", we use the RFIO technology for context based iden
tifying the user, here, an RFIO tag is attached in horne user's 10. 

As shown in Figure 3, proposed service architecture is consist of RFIO system 
and wireless sensor network for horne user identification and context sensing. 

Figure 3. The service architecture of u-IHS system. 

Our system for intelligent horne networking management service[6] is consists 
of following elements. 

- RFIO Tag, IP based Sensor and Sensor networks 
. Capturing : Horne User, Car, etc . 

. Sensing : User's motion, Location, Temperature, Humidity, Luminance, etc 

- RFIO Horne Reader, 

- mobile phone with RFIO Reader 

- RFIO Horne Middleware 

- Sensor Horne Middleware 

- Secure IS server for RFIO and sensor 

- Context aware IHS Server 

- Security and Privacy management by dynamic context policy 
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. Real-time SMS Notification : Safety situation to user 

. Controlling: Heating Device, Air eonditioning 

- Device, Lightings, Locking Device of Door, Gate of cargo, TV, window, 
curtain and safety level in horne security system etc. 

3. Context aware dynamic reconfiguration of privacy and 
security for u-IHS service 
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We considered a smart horne scenario in which appliances in the kitchen can 
only be activated in the presence of an adult. And if the temperature at the stove is 
getting higher or the smoke alarm detects some amount of smoke, heat from the 
stove can be automatically turned off. Hence, instead of fixed security levels or 
seeurity action, it is possible to map horne user's context to security action, safety 
levels and safety related actions such as Figure 3. 
Figure 3 depicts the c1assified context based RFID and WSN service architecture 
wh ich is based on functions for supporting user's situation awareness concept and 
related operations. There are the two sides from the horne service access view 
points. One is the local service access at inside horne or horne area network. The 
other is the outside of horne. It will be remote service access from the eustomer at
tached to the BeN networks 

Provider OutsIde Home 

Figure 3. Dynamic Security Management with context aware mechanisrn 

The default privacy protection level is determined based on the privacy impact 
assessment result undertaken by the government and the default privacy protection 
level is stored as the default policy of the tag and the horne server. And user also 
can manage the privacy level by subscription and modification, after he purchases 
the producl. 
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We begin by describe the network configuration and system features for u-IHS 
in this section. A context based processing system is designed to safe horne envi
ronment, and it is described in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. The block Structure of a context aware safety Management 

In this model, the horne user holding the RFID tagged identification card create 
capturing event and location event by reader and location sensor in door, kitchen 
or room and the event data and sensing data is transfer to back-end information 
server via middle-ware. The information server subsequently finds the matching 
context rule ID and selects context service server. Specifically, we consider a 
safety and context aware scenario in u-IHS system where. The secure information 
server sends the received RFID event and sensor data and parameters to IHS sys
tem. Then, IHS verifies the family or personal context policy for authorization and 
trans form into each control board or control system for context based identity or 
safety and sophisticated control. 
In view of information security protection, a serious problem for the RFID and 
sensor network service is a threat to DoS and information hacking. Here, the 
safety issue involves the risk of exposing information stored in IHS or other server 
and the leakage of information including personal moved data related to the user's 
horne. Verification in IHS is for checking the user's context based safety level and 
user's context based privacy policy. Whenever RFID events and continuous sens
ing context value is received in secure IS server, it is transfer to meaningful con
text data and events, the IHS server checks the filtered and selected information 
and authorize user' s context based safety level. 
OUf model of context based horne netwofking safety and system in this regard, ID 
and parameter encryption and access control are used for prevention of service 
hacking or DoS attack in data transportation(6). Integrating security function and 
intelligent context based safety and control mechanism in horne network is par
ticularly challenging due to the high demands made on their dependabil
ity[IO)[ll). 

The IHS server control machines and equipments in room automatically by 
event. The typical equipments of horne are gate, parking garage, air conditioner, 
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heater, TV, audio, window, curtain and all other horne device for user' s conven
ience by notified web service. 

4. System Design of Combined System with Context aware and 
Dynamic Security rnechanisrn 

In this section we discuss the functions and block diagram for the RFIO sensor 
network based context aware system, wh ich provides a automatie and sec ure 
controlling service by capturing the tag(sensor) and get out of the user's informa
tion. 

Figure 5. The proposed system design for context-aware horne safety and 
managed security control service 
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First, our IS server architecture is context driven in nature, defined context 
events are connected to specific service as a continuous tree topology, as shown in 
Figure 5. The Secure IS Server in Figure 5 represents the information server and 
context processing point, event data tlow context filter and mapped by context 
mIes in a continuous event unit. Data processing which needs continuous monitor
ing can be performed. The processed result is collected in result queue for inter
working with application. These resuIts are connected to proper application sys
tem by return methods. The return methods are Web service, HTTPget, JMS and 
mobile phone SMS for user's urgent event. This approach is desirable when horne 
intelligent system, such as IHS need to be connected IS server with different way 
and different control network system. A variety of Web servers for context aware 
service and control are available. The main advantage of this approach is the se
cure connection and context policy based horne device control and safety man
agement. In particular, WS security and AS2 binding is used for secure transmis
sion between servers. The IHS server is connected to IS server for family or 
personal context based service, covered in[7]. For context processing, the IHS 
server stored user' s context policy data. Protocol and context rule and language 
Iike XML based GPDL(Generalized Policy Definition Language) are designed for 
context policy management. Each policy contains a subject role(the subject on 
which the policy is to apply), and object role(the object to which the policy ap
plies) and action(on the object), an environment role(the context of the action) and 
the permissions(whether the action is to be permitted or not). 
Context policy based detailed safety and access control mechanism is desired, 
since someone request and receive the context information of specified person 
without approval. Figure 3 describes the context based tlow diagram for support
ing user's situation awareness concept and related security operations . 

... 
'" 

Figure 5. The proposed tlow design of context-aware security control 

The security level of context data defines different level for user's situation and 
context. And he wants to make the decision whether provide or not. The Informa
tion server stores the context result data and event logs by context policy and 
transfers them to the IHS server. The user can also re-configure the context action 
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preference in IHS. From this point of view, we define access control features as 
folJowing way. 

· Access control of the context result data of an RFID/sensor 

· Access control of the source data of an RFID/sensor 

· Access right of a specified log data 

· Mode of operator 

(General Administer/Part administerlUser etc) 

The Secure MIW Server is consists of two part, one is for wireless sensor net
work and the other is for RFID middle-ware service. In this seelion, we discuss the 
IHS application server aspects of our system. For automatie control service, we 
designed IHS server, device control board and control software. The advantages of 
this system are as folJows: first, we provide context based security management in 
horne safety management aspects. Second, energy efficiency in horne maintenance 
can be achieved. Third, advanced automatie horne conditions are supported by 
utilizing the identity and context awareness in u-IHS system. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we considered intelligent horne safety management service by us
ing context aware u-IHS system. 

We designed the secure and automatie control service using RFID tagged ID 
card and context based light and temperature management using sensor and RFID 
tag. And we also describe the automatie parking garage control service using 
RFlD tagged car. In the proposed u-IHS system, we presented in terms of context 
policy whereas we introduced a context based action scheme using configured 
context authorization in IHS. By doing so, context based dynamic security/privacy 
management and also intelligent horne safety can be realized. 

In this regard, the suggested u-IHS system is an effective solution for context
aware horne safety management service using RFlD and Sensor network. 
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